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1 Introduction

This module ‘Telescopes follows the module ‘Lenses’ or ‘Grinding Lenses’. When you completed this
module you should be able to make your own telescope and explain how it works.

2 Types of telescopes

Telescopes can be divided into two groups: refractors and reflectors. With a refractor telescope the light
entering the telescope will first encounter a lens. In a reflector this is a mirror. The first optical element
is called the objective. The objective is the closest to the object one is looking at.1 The optical element
closest to the eye is the eyepiece or ocular.

2.1 Refractors

The telescope used by Galileo Galilei during the renaissance was a refractor. The telescope used a
convex objective and a concave ocular. This design is called a ‘Hollandse kijker’ (Dutch viewer) or
Galilean telescope, see figure 2.1.

Exercise 1 : What way round is the image made by a Galilean telescope? Upside down or the right way
up? Use the ray diagram of figure 2.1 in your explanation.

1Closest in the entire path of light, the objective in a reflector telescope might be at the back of the telescope!
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Figure 2.1: A Galilean telescope.
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Figure 2.2: A Keplerian telescope with a Huygens ocular.

The Galilean telescope has a very limited field of view and, depending on the quality of the lenses, a
number of pronounced optical abberation (faults or distortions in the image). Johannes Kepler sug-
gested an improvement to the original design. He suggested using two convex lenses. Distortions of
the image were still very common, but the field of view was much larger. Christaan Huygens improved
the magnification and amount of (chromatic) aberations of this design by using two lenses to form the
ocular (see figure 2.2).

Exercise 2 : What way round is the image made by a Keplerian telescope? Upside down or the right
way up? Use the ray diagram of figure 2.2 in your explanation.

Exercise 3 : Jesse Ramsden was able to further improve Huygens’ design by changing the orientation
of the lenses and their distances. Search for the Ramsden design and explain the differences.

2.2 Reflectors

Isaac Newton, a contemporary of Huygens, used a mirror instead of a lens as objective in his telescope
design. His was the first functional reflector telescope design (see figure 2.3). The focal point of the
mirror and eye piece are at the same place, this can be at the second (plane) mirror but is not necessary.

Exercise 4 : A large telescope is always a reflector, never a refractor, why?

The astronomer Friedrich Wilhelm Herschel was building ever larger telescopes during the 17th and
18th century while studying the solar system and stars. With his investigation he came to the conclusion
that our solar system was part of a larger galaxy, the Milky Way. Together with his sister Carline
Lucretia Herschel he studied the orbits of asteroid. His son John Frederick William Herschel continued
this work and started experimenting with photographic paper. A real astronomers family.
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Figure 2.3: A Newton reflector type telescope.

3 Calculations

3.1 Magnification

A number of the properties of a telescope can be calculated if we know the strength of the lenses or
curvature of the mirrors. One of the most important properties is the magnification. In all the examples
of telescopes in the previous section, the beam of light entering the telescope was drawn parallel, as was
the beam exiting the telescope. Calculating the magnification of a telescope is therefore different than
calculating the magnification of a single lens.

In figure 3.1 the path of light inside a telescope is represented schematically. If the light passes through
the focal point before the objective, then inside the telescope it will travel parallel to the main axis of the
telescope. When exiting at the ocular it will cross the focal point of the ocular. At the objective the light
has a certain angle with the main axis: ̸ AFobjectiveOobjective. After the ocular there is a different
angle: ̸ BFocularOocular.

tan(̸ BFocularOocular)= BOocular
FocularOocular

(3.1)

tan(̸ AFobjectiveOobjective)=
AOobjective

FobjectiveOobjective
(3.2)
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Figure 3.1: Schematic representation of a telescope.

We divide the first equation by the second:

tan(̸ BFocularOocular)
tan( ̸ AFobjectiveOobjective)

=

( BOocular
FocularOocular

)
(

AOobjective
FobjectiveOobjective

) (3.3)

Using the fact that the two line segments AOobjective and BOocular have the same length:

tan(̸ BFocularOocular)
tan( ̸ AFobjectiveOobjective)

=
FobjectiveOobjective

FocularOocular
(3.4)

For small angles the tangent of an angle is almost the same as the angle in radians. We apply this
simplification (linearisation) to the previous equation. We also know that the distance from F to O is
the same as the focal distance f :

̸ BFocularOocular
̸ AFobjectiveOobjective

=
fobjective

focular
(3.5)

Angular magnification=
fobjective

focular
(3.6)

Exercise 5 : Christiaan Huygens built multiple telescopes. The telescope he used when he discovered
the moon Titan had a objective with a focal length fobjective = 12 feet and a eye piece with a focal length
focular = 3 inch. Calculate the angular magnification of this telescope.

3.2 Resolution

The angular magnification of a telescope is just one of its characteristics, however it is one that is rarely
reported. This is because the eye piece of a telescope is easily replaced by a different one, changing the
magnification in the process.
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Figure 3.2: Resolution of a telescope.

The diameter of the objective is far more important to astronomers. The diameter can be directly linked
to the resolution, or accuracy, with which telescopes can observe celestial objects. When two stars are
very close to each other, or when a planet orbits a star, the rays of light coming from both objects are
almost parallel. The rule of thumb is that two beams of light can be separated (or distinguished) when
the lightfronts differ more than one wave length at the top and bottom of the mirror.

The smallest angle that can be distinguished with a telescope is:

sin(α)≈ tan(α)≈α≈ λ

Diameterobjective
(3.7)

The angle between the planet and star can be calculated with (see figure 3.2):

α=
distanceplanet,star

distancetelescope,star
(3.8)

Exercise 6 : An alien on a planet near ϵ Eri, distance to our Sun 10.522 light year, builds a telescope
and uses it to look at our Sun. The alien sees a small blue planet rotating around the star. What is the
distance between Earth and the Sun? What is the wavelength of blue light? Use the answers to the
previous questions the calculate the (minimal) diameter of the telescope used by the alien.

Exercise 7 : Estimate the ratio between the light coming from the Sun and the Earth collected by the
telescope.

Exercise 8 : Explain if Mars, the red planet, is easier harder to detect by the alien.


